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Many results have been recently obtained regarding the power of hypothetical closed timelike curves (CTCs) in quantum computation. Here we show that the one-way model of measurement-based quantum computation encompasses a natural way the CTC model proposed by Bennett, Schumacher, and Svetlichny. We identify a class of CTCs in this model that can be simulated deterministically and point to a fundamental limitation of Deutsch’s CTC model which leads to predictions conflicting with those of the one-way model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of time travel has been studied for decades in the context of general relativity. Assuming that closed timelike curves (CTCs) exist, a series of results were obtained regarding their implications for quantum mechanics and quantum computation [1–6].

In this article, we describe how the one-way model of measurement-based quantum computation [7] encompasses a natural way a model for CTCs proposed by Bennett and Schumacher [8] and, more recently, by Svetlichny [9]. We show that the one-way model effectively simulates deterministically a class of CTCs in this model and characterize this class. A second model for CTCs is Deutsch’s highly influential study of quantum time travel [1]. We show that Deutsch’s model leads to predictions conflicting with those of the one-way model and identify the reason behind this.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the quantum CTC model based on teleportation and postselection proposed by Bennett, Schumacher, and Svetlichny. In Sec. III, we discuss how CTCs appear naturally in the one-way model of measurement-based quantum computation and show that they correspond to CTCs in the Bennett-Schumacher-Svetlichny (BSS) model. In Sec. IV, we review the quantum CTC model proposed by Deutsch and contrast it with the CTCs that appear in the one-way model.

II. A MODEL FOR CTCs BASED ON TELEPORTATION AND POSTSELECTION

In this section, we briefly review the main features of the CTC model proposed by Bennett and Schumacher [8] and by Svetlichny [9], referred to from now on as the BSS model. Ideas similar to the BSS model were proposed independently also by Horowitz and Maldacena [10] in the context of black hole evaporation [11]. In a recent preprint [12], there appeared a discussion of some characteristics of this model, together with experimental simulation of a particular CTC.

For simplicity, we will restrict our discussion to two-qubit unitaries; the generalization to larger-dimensional systems is straightforward. In Fig. 1(a), we represent a circuit with a CTC that takes the top qubit back in time to interact with its past self via the two-qubit unitary V. This CTC is simulated using teleportation in BSS’s construction [see Fig. 1(b)]. Two qubits are prepared in the Bell state \( |\psi_0\rangle = 1/\sqrt{2} (|00\rangle + |11\rangle) \), with one of them sent through V together with an arbitrary input state \( |\phi_in\rangle \) at position B in Fig. 1(b). After V, we perform a Bell-state measurement, postselecting those events corresponding to the output state to be fed to V, that is, he modeled CTCs such as the one in Fig. 1(a) with unitaries of the form \( V = U \cdot \text{SWAP} \).

In order to link the BSS CTC simulation circuits with the one-way model of quantum computation [7], we consider the universal gate set defined with single-qubit gate

\[
J_\theta \equiv \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & e^{i\theta} \\ 1 & -e^{i\theta} \end{pmatrix}
\]

and controlled-Z gate \( CZ \equiv 1 - 2 |11\rangle \langle 11 | |11\rangle |11\rangle \). We can rewrite any BSS circuit using these gates, initialization in state \( |+\rangle \equiv 1/\sqrt{2} (|0\rangle + |1\rangle) \), and final Pauli X measurements that postselect projections onto state \( |+\rangle \) (see Fig. 2). This is closely related to the setting of the one-way model, so we can use various tools developed in that context to study CTCs as described by the BSS model.

Let us work out the BSS simulation for one particular CTC of interest, given by unitary \( V = (J_\theta \otimes I) \cdot CZ \). The BSS circuit that simulates this particular CTC is shown in Fig. 3. The circuit acts on input state \( |\psi_{in}\rangle = \alpha |0\rangle + \beta |1\rangle \) to output state \( |+\rangle \) with probability \( |\alpha + e^{-i\theta}\beta|^2 / 4 \), as can be easily checked. This means the BSS formalism predicts that the action of this CTC is to deterministically project the input state onto \( |+\rangle \).

Interestingly, the finite probability of success is the mechanism that avoids the grandfather paradox, that is, situations in which the combination of input state and interaction V prevents the existence of a self-consistent state for the time-traveling system. In such situations, the BSS model yields a probability of success equal to zero, as noted in [8,12].
enough for our purposes here. Let calculus \[17\], using a simplified version of it, which will be discussed in the preceding section.

That they correspond to CTCs as modeled by the BSS model these problematic time dependencies in more detail and show how they can be manipulated sequence (1) as follows:

\[\begin{align*}
X^i_0 M^i_1 |G\rangle &= X^i_0 M^i_1 Z^i_1 X^i_2 |G\rangle = M^i_0 Z^i_1 |G\rangle.
\end{align*}\] (2)

This last sequence represents a time-travel conundrum: a classically controlled Pauli Z unitary which must be applied depending on the outcome of an as yet unmeasured qubit. This is turned into a quantum CTC if we apply the anachronical Pauli Z operation coherently, as we see in Fig. 5(a). A rewriting of this circuit in slightly different form [Fig. 5(b)] shows that the top qubit enters exactly the CTC we analyzed using the BSS model (see Fig. 3). We can now compare the predictions of the one-way model for this particular CTC with those given by the BSS CTC model.

An apparent mismatch between the BSS formalism and the one-way model appears when we analyze the action of the CTC in Fig. 5(b). On one hand, our analysis of the circuit in Fig. 3 has shown that the CTC’s effect is to project the input state onto \(+\). On the other hand, comparison between Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) suggests that the effect of the CTC should be to project the top qubit onto \(\pm\rangle\) instead. This is because a postselected \(+\rangle\) projection in the circuit of Fig. 4(a) is what it takes to implement the unitary \(J_{\theta}\) to \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), without the need for the controlled \(X\) correction.

The resolution of this apparent conflict is surprising. The one-way model only predicts that when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5(a), the CTC should implement the same input-output map \(J_{\theta}\) as its two equivalent circuits in Fig. 4. Using the circuit in Fig. 3 to simulate what happens in the CTC of Fig. 5 is unwarranted; instead, we should simulate the CTC’s action when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5. The BSS circuit for implemented coherently as a CX (CNOT) gate. The two circuits are equivalent as they implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) on initial state \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), with output in qubit 2.

It is easy to find other patterns (and corresponding circuits) which are equivalent to sequence (1), that is, implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) between input and output qubits. We start by observing that the state to be measured, \(|G\rangle = CZ\{|\psi_{in}\rangle|\pm\rangle\}_2\), is stabilized by the two operators \(\{1 = Z_1^0 X_2^0 Z_1^1 X_2^1\}\) as \(Z_1 X_2 |G\rangle = |G\rangle\). In other words, \(Z_1^0 X_2^0\) is a stabilizer of \(|G\rangle\) independently of whether \(s_1 = 0\) or 1. This enables us to manipulate sequence (1) as follows:

\[X^i_0 M^i_1 |G\rangle = X^i_0 M^i_1 Z^i_1 X^i_2 |G\rangle = M^i_0 Z^i_1 |G\rangle.\] (2)

For concreteness, let us start by analyzing a simple pattern of operations implementing a one-qubit unitary:

\[X^i_0 M^i_1 CZ|\psi_{in}\rangle.\] (1)

This sequence of operations can be represented as a two-qubit quantum circuit [see Fig. 4(a)]. An arbitrary input state \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), previously entangled via a \(CZ\) gate with a qubit initially in state \(+\rangle\), is then measured in the \(\pm\) basis. The outcome \(s_1 = 0\) or 1 controls classically whether to apply a Pauli \(X\) gate on qubit 2. Figure 4(b) represents the same operations, only with a \(Z\) basis measurement and with the controlled operation that implements coherently as a CX (CNOT) gate. The two circuits are equivalent as they implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) on initial state \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), with output in qubit 2.

It is easy to find other patterns (and corresponding circuits) which are equivalent to sequence (1), that is, implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) between input and output qubits. We start by observing that the state to be measured, \(|G\rangle = CZ\{|\psi_{in}\rangle|\pm\rangle\}_2\), is stabilized by the two operators \(\{1 = Z_1^0 X_2^0 Z_1^1 X_2^1\}\) as \(Z_1 X_2 |G\rangle = |G\rangle\). In other words, \(Z_1^0 X_2^0\) is a stabilizer of \(|G\rangle\) independently of whether \(s_1 = 0\) or 1. This enables us to manipulate sequence (1) as follows:

\[X^i_0 M^i_1 |G\rangle = X^i_0 M^i_1 Z^i_1 X^i_2 |G\rangle = M^i_0 Z^i_1 |G\rangle.\] (2)

This last sequence represents a time-travel conundrum: a classically controlled Pauli Z unitary which must be applied depending on the outcome of an as yet unmeasured qubit. This is turned into a quantum CTC if we apply the anachronical Pauli Z operation coherently, as we see in Fig. 5(a). A rewriting of this circuit in slightly different form [Fig. 5(b)] shows that the top qubit enters exactly the CTC we analyzed using the BSS model (see Fig. 3). We can now compare the predictions of the one-way model for this particular CTC with those given by the BSS CTC model.

An apparent mismatch between the BSS formalism and the one-way model appears when we analyze the action of the CTC in Fig. 5(b). On one hand, our analysis of the circuit in Fig. 3 has shown that the CTC’s effect is to project the input state onto \(+\rangle\). On the other hand, comparison between Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) suggests that the effect of the CTC should be to project the top qubit onto \(\pm\rangle\) instead. This is because a postselected \(+\rangle\) projection in the circuit of Fig. 4(a) is what it takes to implement the unitary \(J_{\theta}\) to \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), without the need for the controlled \(X\) correction.

The resolution of this apparent conflict is surprising. The one-way model only predicts that when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5(a), the CTC should implement the same input-output map \(J_{\theta}\) as its two equivalent circuits in Fig. 4. Using the circuit in Fig. 3 to simulate what happens in the CTC of Fig. 5 is unwarranted; instead, we should simulate the CTC’s action when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5. The BSS circuit for implemented coherently as a CX (CNOT) gate. The two circuits are equivalent as they implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) on initial state \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), with output in qubit 2.

It is easy to find other patterns (and corresponding circuits) which are equivalent to sequence (1), that is, implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) between input and output qubits. We start by observing that the state to be measured, \(|G\rangle = CZ\{|\psi_{in}\rangle|\pm\rangle\}_2\), is stabilized by the two operators \(\{1 = Z_1^0 X_2^0 Z_1^1 X_2^1\}\) as \(Z_1 X_2 |G\rangle = |G\rangle\). In other words, \(Z_1^0 X_2^0\) is a stabilizer of \(|G\rangle\) independently of whether \(s_1 = 0\) or 1. This enables us to manipulate sequence (1) as follows:

\[X^i_0 M^i_1 |G\rangle = X^i_0 M^i_1 Z^i_1 X^i_2 |G\rangle = M^i_0 Z^i_1 |G\rangle.\] (2)

This last sequence represents a time-travel conundrum: a classically controlled Pauli Z unitary which must be applied depending on the outcome of an as yet unmeasured qubit. This is turned into a quantum CTC if we apply the anachronical Pauli Z operation coherently, as we see in Fig. 5(a). A rewriting of this circuit in slightly different form [Fig. 5(b)] shows that the top qubit enters exactly the CTC we analyzed using the BSS model (see Fig. 3). We can now compare the predictions of the one-way model for this particular CTC with those given by the BSS CTC model.

An apparent mismatch between the BSS formalism and the one-way model appears when we analyze the action of the CTC in Fig. 5(b). On one hand, our analysis of the circuit in Fig. 3 has shown that the CTC’s effect is to project the input state onto \(+\rangle\). On the other hand, comparison between Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) suggests that the effect of the CTC should be to project the top qubit onto \(\pm\rangle\) instead. This is because a postselected \(+\rangle\) projection in the circuit of Fig. 4(a) is what it takes to implement the unitary \(J_{\theta}\) to \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), without the need for the controlled \(X\) correction.

The resolution of this apparent conflict is surprising. The one-way model only predicts that when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5(a), the CTC should implement the same input-output map \(J_{\theta}\) as its two equivalent circuits in Fig. 4. Using the circuit in Fig. 3 to simulate what happens in the CTC of Fig. 5 is unwarranted; instead, we should simulate the CTC’s action when embedded in the circuit of Fig. 5. The BSS circuit for implemented coherently as a CX (CNOT) gate. The two circuits are equivalent as they implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) on initial state \(|\psi_{in}\rangle\), with output in qubit 2.

It is easy to find other patterns (and corresponding circuits) which are equivalent to sequence (1), that is, implement the same unitary \(J_{\theta}\) between input and output qubits. We start by observing that the state to be measured, \(|G\rangle = CZ\{|\psi_{in}\rangle|\pm\rangle\}_2\), is stabilized by the two operators \(\{1 = Z_1^0 X_2^0 Z_1^1 X_2^1\}\) as \(Z_1 X_2 |G\rangle = |G\rangle\). In other words, \(Z_1^0 X_2^0\) is a stabilizer of \(|G\rangle\) independently of whether \(s_1 = 0\) or 1. This enables us to manipulate sequence (1) as follows:

\[X^i_0 M^i_1 |G\rangle = X^i_0 M^i_1 Z^i_1 X^i_2 |G\rangle = M^i_0 Z^i_1 |G\rangle.\] (2)
This simulation is in Fig. 6. A simple calculation shows that this circuit, at once, fulfills the predictions of both the BSS and the one-way model: It projects qubits 3 and 4 onto state $|+\rangle_3 \otimes (J_{-0}|\psi_{in}\rangle)_4$.

This illustrates what seems to be a general feature of CTCs: Their effect extends not only to the time-traveling subsystem but to all subsystems that have interacted with $A$ prior to $A$’s encounter with CTCs. In the context of the one-way model, what interests us is the dynamics the measured (time-traveling) qubits induce on the output (time-respecting) qubits. It is this dynamical map that we can calculate and compare, as we have done in this section. This will also be the key that allows for the comparison with Deutsch’s CTC model in Sec. IV.

**A. A second CTC example**

The simple form of the one-way pattern in Eq. (1) may suggest that the CTCs that appear in the one-way model are only as simple as the one appearing in Fig. 5, with CTC unitary $V$ consisting of only two gates, a CZ and a $J_\theta$. In fact, a given deterministic one-way computation can be equivalent to the simulation of different CTCs implementing the same input-output map, and these CTCs may have different structures. To illustrate this, let us consider the following sequence of commands implementing a one-way computation:

$$X_2^i X_1^i Z_1^i M_2^\theta X_4^i M_3^\theta |G\rangle,$$

where

$$|G\rangle = CZ_{23} CZ_{13} CZ_{14} N_2 N_1 |\psi_{in}\rangle_{34}$$

is the state associated with the graph in Fig. 7(a). As before, $M_i^\theta$ represents a measurement on qubit $i$ onto basis $|\pm_\theta\rangle \equiv 1/\sqrt{2}(|\pm_0\rangle \pm e^{i\theta}|\pm_1\rangle)$, with outcome $s_i = 0$ associated with $|+\rangle_\theta$ and $s_i = 1$ with $|\pm_\theta\rangle$. In this graph, vertices represent qubits and edges represent $CZ$ interactions between them, which create the entanglement structure that is exploited by the one-way quantum computation. A step-by-step description of how to obtain a deterministic one-pattern for a given entanglement graph can be found in [16].

We can do with this sequence of commands what we did with the sequence in Eq. (1), translating each measurement as a $J_\theta$ gate followed by $Z$ projections, and including corrections as coherent CZ and CX gates. This results in a straightforward translation of the sequence of operations into a circuit, which we show in Fig. 7(b). Note that as the sequence in Eq. (3) is time respecting, so is the associated circuit.

We can now obtain different sequences of one-way operations that implement the same map by rewriting the initial state $|G\rangle = K_1|G\rangle$, with $K_1$ being a stabilizer of $|G\rangle$. It is easy to check that the following operators are stabilizers of $|G\rangle$:

$$K_1 = X_1^i Z_3^i Z_4^i,$$

$$K_2 = X_2^i Z_3^i,$$

$$K_4 = X_4^i Z_3^i Z_4^i.$$

Note that as qubit 3 is in an arbitrary input state, $K_3 = X_3 Z_1 Z_2 Z_4$ is not a stabilizer of $|G\rangle$. Using stabilizers $K_1, K_2, K_4$, we obtain three new sequences of operations.
that now include anachronical corrections. For example, after applying $K_2^{\alpha}$, we have the following pattern:

$$X_x^4 X_x^3 Z_x^4 M_b^4 M_x^2 X_x^3 Z_x^4 |G\rangle = X_x^4 Z_x^4 M_b^4 X_x^3 M_x^2 Z_x^4 |G\rangle.$$

Each such sequence can be translated into the circuit model, where the classically controlled $X$ and $Z$ corrections appear as coherent $CX$ and $CZ$ gates. These anachronical gates correspond to CTCs, as we illustrate for the case of $K_2$ in Fig. 7(c). In Fig. 7(d), we redraw the CTC circuit in Fig. 7(c) so as to explicitly show the CTC that takes qubit 4 back in time.

Any deterministic one-way pattern yields a class of CTC circuits simulatable by it. These circuits are obtained as shown earlier, by using arbitrary stabilizers that introduce the anachronical dependencies in the (originally deterministic and time-respecting) pattern.

### B. Deterministic simulations of CTCs

Note that a deterministic simulation of the BSS circuit in Fig. 6 (with respect to its action on input state $|\psi_{in}\rangle$) is achieved by the circuit in Fig. 4(b), which effectively implements unitary $J_{\alpha}$. In other words, the circuit in Fig. 4(b) simulates deterministically the CTC circuit in Fig. 5(b). A natural question is then to determine which BSS CTCs can be simulated deterministically by a one-way pattern and its equivalent circuit. We now present a systematic way to find measurement patterns that deterministically simulate CTCs in the BSS model.

We start with the BSS circuit in which each CTC is simulatable by preparation of state $|\beta_{00}\rangle$ and subsequent postselected projection onto the same state. The next step is to translate the BSS circuit into a one-way measurement pattern, which can always be done using the well-known techniques described in [18]. The main difference between the patterns in [18] and ours concerns the translation of the postselected Bell-pair measurements, which are translated as postselected Pauli $X$ measurements. Moreover, we translate any deterministic $J$ gate as a deterministic projection, represented by a measurement with an anachronical correction (as justified in [18]).

The resulting pattern implements the same input-output map as the original BSS circuit, and it can be manipulated using stabilizer operations (such as local complementation [19]), with the aim of eliminating the ancillas added in the $|\beta_{00}\rangle$ state preparations and postselections required by the BSS simulation circuit. This can always be done since any such Bell-pair projections translate only as a sequence of Pauli projections, which enables us to apply the general rules for removing a Pauli measurement from a measurement pattern [20]. In some cases, this results in a pattern where the anachronical corrections (added during the translation of the $J$ gate) can no longer be eliminated, resulting in anachronical circuits corresponding to unsound physical operations.

In other cases, however, the resulting pattern satisfies the determinism conditions for the one-way model obtained in [15,16], where they were called flow and generalized flow, respectively. If that is the case, the anachronical corrections that appear can be removed. Note that the operations used in removing the ancillas introduced by the BSS simulations consist of local complementation, removal of Pauli measurements, and other stabilizer manipulations, all of which preserve the map implemented from input to output. As a result, the newly found sequence (and its equivalent circuit) implements deterministically the same map that succeeded only probabilistically in the BSS simulation circuit. This effectively characterizes a class of BSS CTC circuits that admit a deterministic simulation in the one-way model.

As an example, in the appendix, we work out explicitly the stabilizer manipulations required to obtain the deterministic simulation of the BSS circuit in Fig. 6 and give more details on the general translation scheme.

### IV. CONFLICT WITH DEUTSCH’S CTC MODEL

In 1991, Deutsch [1] proposed a different, highly influential model for CTCs in quantum theory, to which we now turn. Deutsch’s model avoids paradoxes by demanding self-consistent solutions for the time-traveling systems. Let us recall the main features of this model using just one time-respecting qubit and one time-traveling qubit, illustrated in Fig. 8(a), where $U$ is a general two-qubit unitary. The correspondence with BSS’s model is shown in Fig. 8(b) so that Deutsch’s $U = V \cdot \text{SWAP}$, with $V$ being the unitary in BSS’s formulation of CTCs (Fig. 1).

No paradox arises if we demand that the time-traveling qubit state $\rho_{\text{CTC}}$ be a fixed point of the dynamics:

$$\rho_{\text{CTC}} = T_{\text{TR}}[U(\rho_{\text{CTC}} \otimes \rho_{\text{in}})U^\dagger],$$

where the partial trace is over the time-respecting qubit. This self-consistency requirement defines multiple solutions for $\rho_{\text{CTC}}$, each of which corresponds to a (generally nonlinear) map on $\rho_{\text{in}}$, which can be worked out from the solution $\rho_{\text{CTC}}$.

Let us now study the same CTC we analyzed using BSS’s model, but now using Deutsch’s by setting $U = (J_{\alpha} \cdot \text{CZ} \cdot \text{SWAP})$ in Fig. 8. In the BSS model, this corresponded to the circuit in Fig. 3. Three graphical representations for the same CTC are shown in Fig. 9. We can represent $\rho_{\text{in}}(\tilde{n}) = 1/2(1 + \tilde{n} \cdot \tilde{\sigma})$ and $\rho_{\text{CTC}}(\tilde{n}) = 1/2(1 + \tilde{m} \cdot \tilde{\sigma})$ using the Pauli matrices $\tilde{\sigma} = (X,Y,Z)$. A simple calculation using Eq. (8) gives us the consistency conditions:

$$m_x = n_z,$$

$$m_y = m_z(n_x \sin \theta - n_y \cos \theta),$$

$$m_z = m_x(n_y \cos \theta + n_z \sin \theta).$$

The output state is $\rho_{\text{out}}(\tilde{r}) = 1/2(1 + \tilde{r} \cdot \tilde{\sigma})$, with $\tilde{r} = (m_x,m_y,m_z)$ being a function of self-consistently assigned $m_x,m_y,m_z$.

FIG. 8. (a) Deutsch’s model for a CTC. (b) This is the relationship between Deutsch’s unitary $U$ and unitary $V$ in the BSS CTC circuit of Fig. 1(b).
There are two classes of self-consistent solutions to Eqs. (9)–(11). The first is obtained by setting $m_z = 0$, which yields a unique self-consistent $\rho_{\text{CTC}}$ for each input state:

$$\rho_{\text{CTC}} : \bar{m} = (n_z, 0, 0),$$
$$\rho_{\text{out}} : \bar{r} = (n_z^2, 0, 0).$$

These solutions are valid for all input states $\rho_{\text{in}}(\bar{n})$. The second class of solutions is obtained by assuming that $m_z \neq 0$ in Eqs. (9)–(11). Self-consistency dictates that such solutions exist only for the particular $\rho_{\text{in}} = |+\rangle\langle+|$, with $\rho_{\text{CTC}} = \rho_{\text{out}}$ described by $\bar{m} = (0, 0, m_z)$.

Our analysis of the BSS model for this CTC considered not only the circuit where the CTC acts on its own (Fig. 9) but also an enlarged circuit where the CTC acts on only part of a larger entangled state (Fig. 5). For a fair comparison between the two models, this can be done also in the Deutsch model (see Fig. 10). In this second approach, Deutsch’s unitary $U$ is a three-qubit unitary encompassing all gates in the circuit of Fig. 5(b). A straightforward calculation using the self-consistency conditions (8) yields the solution in which $\rho_{\text{CTC}}$ and $\rho_{\text{out}}$ are parametrized by $\bar{m} = (n_z, 0, 0)$, with the ancilla qubit in output state $\rho_{\text{anc}}(\bar{a}) : \bar{a} = (n_z^2, 0, 0)$.

Our results for both the smaller circuit of Fig. 9(a) and the larger circuit in Fig. 10 show that Deutsch’s model fails to implement the same input-output map as BSS and the one-way model. The map implemented is the same only for the particular input state $\rho_{\text{in}} = |0\rangle\langle0|$, with $\rho_{\text{CTC}} = \rho_{\text{out}} = |+\rangle\langle+|$. For this input state, Deutsch’s CTC qubit is not entangled with the time-respecting qubits.

This suggests that the root of the problem with Deutsch’s model is the incompleteness of the description of the CTC qubit. Deutsch’s model prescribes that the CTC qubit be sent back in time as a mixed density matrix, which results in information loss about its prior interactions. This is naturally taken care of in BSS’s model, as teleportation preserves the CTC qubit’s entanglement with other systems, which was created via the unitary interaction $V$.

In recent articles [5,6], Ralph and Myers have proposed an extension of Deutsch’s model in which one can heuristically describe the situation from the point of view of the time-traveling qubit, which interacts with an infinite number of copies of itself. By adding decoherence to this system, a unique solution is selected out of Deutsch’s possibly many self-consistent solutions. This extension of Deutsch’s model is not, however, sufficient to make it compatible with the predictions of the BSS model and one-way quantum computation. A simple way to see that is to note that according to BSS, the CTC output is always in a pure state, whereas the multiple solutions proposed by Deutsch are typically mixed.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown how CTCs appear in a natural way in the one-way model of measurement-based quantum computation. We studied a simple example of such CTCs using the BSS CTC model, whose predictions agreed with those required by the one-way model. Going beyond the simple example we studied, we characterized a class of CTC circuits that admit deterministic BSS model simulations. The simulations can be found using stabilizer techniques associated with the one-way model.

We have also worked out the predictions of Deutsch’s model for the same CTC example and found a general disagreement in comparison with what is expected from both the BSS and one-way models. This incompatibility stems from Deutsch’s incomplete description of the state being sent back in time, whose complete history of previous interactions is preserved by the teleportation step used in BSS’s model.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we work out an example of the stabilizer manipulations required to turn a (probabilistic) BSS CTC simulation circuit into a deterministic one. We will do this for the BSS circuit in Fig. 6, highlighting some general features of the procedure.

Let us start by translating the circuit in Fig. 6 into a one-way pattern using the techniques described in [18]. In comparison with usual quantum circuits, BSS circuits include two new elements: (1) introduction of auxiliary qubits prepared in state $|+\rangle$ and (2) corresponding projections onto $|+\rangle$. The former is translated as command $N_i$, and the latter is translated as a deterministic measurement with anachronical correction $P_{|+\rangle} = M_Z^0 Z_i^0$. It is convenient to translate each $J_i$ gate on qubit $i$ as an equivalent command sequence involving an anachronical correction: $M_i^{-\theta} Z_i^0 CZ_i/N_j$. In this way, and
following the prescription of [18], each $J_0$ gate in the circuit requires an added ancilla.

Using the techniques described in [18], we obtain the following command sequence, corresponding to the BSS circuit in Fig. 6:

\[ M_1^2 Z_{1i}^* M_2^0 Z_{2i}^* M_3^0 Z_{3i}^* |G\rangle, \]

\[ |G\rangle \equiv CZ_{13} CZ_{23} CZ_{51} CZ_{12} N_1 N_2 N_3 N_4 |\psi_m\rangle^3, \]  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

where the qubits’ subindices match those of the input qubits in the circuit of Fig. 6, except qubit 5, which is a new qubit added in the pattern so as to implement the $J_0$ gate. Qubit 3 is our input state, and all the others are prepared in state $|+\rangle$ by the $N_f$ command.

The graph corresponding to state $|G\rangle$ in Eq. (A2) is shown in Fig. 11(a). This one-way computation can be simplified using the so-called local complementation rule introduced in [19], which we now review.

Local complementation is an operation that changes a state in a way that is most conveniently described by the change in its stabilizers. It corresponds to local unitaries applied on a chosen qubit and its neighbors in the graph and has been shown to preserve the computation that can be performed using the state in the one-way model [19–21]. First, let us recall the definition of the phase gate $S = |0\rangle\langle 0| + i|1\rangle\langle 1|$ and define the unitary $C = HSH = 1/\sqrt{2}(e^{i\pi/4} I + e^{-i\pi/4} X)$, where $H$ is the one-qubit Hadamard gate. In the manipulations that follow, we will use the following identities:

\[ SS^\dagger = Y, \quad CYC^\dagger = Z, \quad CXC^\dagger = X. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

Let us now consider two different graph states $|\psi\rangle$ and $|\phi\rangle$, specified by listing their stabilizers, respectively:

\{ f_1 = X_1 Z_2 Z_3, \quad f_2 = Z_1 X_2 Z_3, \quad f_3 = Z_1 Z_2 X_3 \}.  \hspace{1cm} (A4)

\{ f_1' = X_1 Z_2 Z_3, \quad f_2' = Z_1 X_2, \quad f_3' = Z_1 X_3 \}.  \hspace{1cm} (A5)

It is easy to check that the unitary $C_1 S_1^3 S_3^4$ applied on state $|\phi\rangle$ changes the stabilizers as follows:

\{ g_1 = X_1 Z_2 Z_3, \quad g_2 = Y_1 Y_2, \quad g_3 = Y_1 Y_3 \}.  \hspace{1cm} (A6)

Note that the new stabilizers satisfy the relations $f_1 = g_1$, $f_2 = g_1 g_2$, and $f_3 = g_1 g_3$, and hence $C_1 S_1^3 S_3^4 |\phi\rangle = |\psi\rangle$. The application of local one-qubit unitaries such as $C$ and $S$ does not change a state’s entanglement structure but reveals that different one-way patterns can correspond to the same entanglement resource. In our example, we know states $|\psi\rangle$ and $|\phi\rangle$ satisfy the eigenvalue equations $f_i |\psi\rangle = |\psi\rangle$ and $g_i |\phi\rangle = |\phi\rangle$. It is straightforward to verify that these states can be represented by the two sequences of commands $|\psi\rangle = CZ_{13} CZ_{23} N_1^0 N_2^0 N_3^0$ and $|\phi\rangle = CZ_{13} CZ_{23} N_1^0 N_2^0 N_3^0$, where $N_i^0$ is the preparation of qubit $i$ in state $|+\rangle$. Now we are able to illustrate graphically the local complementation rule we described earlier by constructing the graphs associated with the states $|\psi\rangle$ and $|\phi\rangle$ and relating them by the equality $C_1 S_1^3 S_3^4 |\phi\rangle = |\psi\rangle$, as shown in Fig. 12.

The local complementation operation on noninput qubit $i$ corresponds to applying the unitary $C_i \Pi_{j \neq i \in N(i)} S_j^3$, with $N(i)$ being the set of vertices (qubits) which are neighbors of $i$ in the entanglement graph. In addition to local complementation, we can also delete a vertex from a graph by measuring it in the $Z$ basis [21]. $Z$ deletion and local complementation together change a state without altering its entanglement structure, which preserves the computation being performed [19–22]. In general, we will need to apply these operations in graphs with an arbitrary number of vertices and edges, choosing where

---

**FIG. 11.** Stabilizer manipulations that simplify the one-way sequence (A1); $|+\rangle$ denotes a projection onto $|0\rangle + i|1\rangle$. (a) Graph representing initial entanglement structure and operations. Qubit 3 is the input, and qubits 1 and 5 are measured in the $X$ basis. (b) Effect of local complementation (LC) on qubit 5. (c) LC on qubit 1. (d) Pauli Z deletion of qubit 1. (e) LC on qubit 5. (f) Pauli Z deletion of qubit 5. The final pattern represents the one-way two-qubit implementation of the $J_{0}$ gate (see Fig. 4).

---

**FIG. 12.** An analysis of the stabilizers in Eqs. (A4) and (A5) indicates that the graph on the right represents state $|\psi\rangle$ and the graph on the left represents state $|\phi\rangle$ (see text). The local complementation unitary $C_1 S_1^3 S_3^4$ changes the graph on the left into the graph on the right. Local complementations change the state without changing its entanglement structure or the one-way computations implementable by it.
the local complementation is needed and applying the rule accordingly.

In Fig. 11, we illustrate a sequence of local complementations and Z deletions that transforms the initial sequence (A1) (corresponding to the circuit of Fig. 6) into a simpler sequence implementing the same unitary. Starting from Fig. 11(a), we apply a sequence of local complementation operations in order to remove the X measurements originated from the BSS protocol. The required operations are illustrated in Fig. 11 so that in the end, the X measurements become Z measurements, which can be removed. This procedure results in the following, equivalent command sequence:

\[ M_z^3 Z_s^3 CZ_{34} N_2 N_4 |\psi_{in}\rangle_3. \]  

Qubit 2 does not participate in the computation as it remains disentangled from the others. We see that elimination of the Pauli X measurement results in exactly the same command sequence of Eq. (2). As we have seen in the text, this sequence implements deterministically the unitary map \( J_{-\theta} \).
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